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Women to Train at Trinity
As State-Wide Motor Corps
Course Begins at College

Morgan Discusses
War Administration

FIRST IN U. S.
Cennectiout State Defense
Council Sponsors New
Training Program

Sees Need for Unified Command
In All Departments in Talk
On Trinity Radio Forum

HARTFORD, CONN., MARCH 20, 1942

EXPLAINS CHANGES

Number 20

Plans for Festive Weekend Consummated
Tonight as Gala House parties Commence
NO COLLEGE DANCE
'Don't-Give-a-Damn' Complex
Supplanted by Eager
Preparations

Mr. Donald G. Morgan of the History Department saw great progress
being made in government adminisAN EXPERIMENT
tration of the war, but much still to
be done, in a talk on "Operating the
Rhode Island, Connecticut, New War Machine" on the Trinity Forum
Hampshire Represented
over WTHT last Friday evening.

PARTIES S.ATURDAY
Oosting Vetoes Use of Pool for
Afternoon Recreation as
Unprecedented Step

In First Classes

Rights Limited
March 20-Lack of an all-college
Tile first statewide school for
Mr. Morgan began his speech by
dance
at Trinity this spring has,
women's motor corps training in the emphasizing that in wartime individstrangely enough, fajJed to cause any
United States was held hel'e in the ual commercial rights must be limitletup in f estive plans. First announceChemistry Auditorium last Tuesday ed for the time being, since the whole
ment by the Faculty Committee on
and Wednesday, March 17 and 18. The nation is embarked in one common
Student
Affairs that if a danc::J were
course, sponsored by the Connecticut vessel.
held it would have to be hclJ on the
State Defense Council, was intended
"We must produce arms; to do that
campus brought a good deal of "weessentially to be an experimental we must secure and train labor, prodon't-care-if-we-don't-have-a - housecourse for instructors . Repr esenta- vide raw materials in abundance, r egparty" attitude, an attitude which has
tives from 65 Connecticut Motor corps ulate prices, prevent interruptions
disappeared completely. This disapas well as from about 40 motor corps due to labor troubles, guarantee sufpeal·ance, due in large part to the
from Rhode Island and New Hamp- ficient quantities of food, keep the
class of '42 who have sworn this, their
Professor Down s demonstrates new invention to en thrall ed
shire were present at the sessions telephone and railroads operating
last, houseparty, should be their best,
group of scientists and students
which began at 10 o'clock Tuesday smoothly. The bodies charged with
has been accompanied by a determimorning.
handling these and many other funcnation on the part of the undergraduThe school was opened Tuesday tions are just as truly parts of the
ates to forget world conditions for
morning with an introductory address war machine as the fighting. forces
forty-eight hours.
by John F. Robinson executive sec- who use the weapons and equipment
It is no innovation not to have a 'big
retary to Governor Hurley. The dis- we produce."
dance.
Tripod files disclose such stol'y
cussions which followed were centered
Course of Action
heads ·as "Psi U's Give Tea," "Alpha
around such topics as Gas Defense,
airplane.
The
effect
was
magical!
All
By J. C. Reid
.:Fhe speaker then went on to disDelta Phi's Entertain at Dance and
Air Raid Precautions, Map Reading,
Hartford, Conn., March 17 - The the members of the class began to Rarebit Party," and "D. K. E.'s Hold
cuss
the
course
of
action
followed
Blackout and Convoy Driving, State
fade
out
headfirst.
Dr.
Downs,
smilworld of science was literally ripped
Defense Organization, and Communi- after Hitler's invasion of France. "We apart today as Dr. Thomas L. Downs ing inwardly, began the lecture as Card Party for Faculty." Of course,
continued
most
of
our
normal
peacethese heads are from issues thi rty
cations and Services. Upon the comof the Mathematics Department of though nothing out of the ordinary years old; but the fact remains the
pletion of an examination, given Wed- time functions. We added several new
Trinity College announced a practi- had occurred. Since most of the mem- men of the class of '12 got as much
nesday afternoon, the representatives agencies. These agencies had real
cal
method of rendering people in- bers of the class had their eyes closed enjoyment from their teas and rarereturned to their local groups to in- power. All they could do was to plan,
visible. Instead of using weird elec- at the time, the effects were not im- bit parties held here on the campus
to
study,
to
advise
the
President
and
stitute similar courses.
trical apparatus or occult syllables mediately apparent to them. Shortly,
as we have ever had at our offIncluded among the prominent other government departments to
this ingenious professor uses a secret one of the students opened his eyes campus dances. And we don't have to
make
contact
with
state
and
private
speakers were Mrs. F. Turbee Daviand highly complicated mathematical in order to determine if his mouth go too far back to find accounts of
son, director of the National Associa- bodies, to attempt by persuasion to
was hanging open, observed that he
formula.
stimulate
and
harmonize
defense
ef(Continued on pa~e 3.)
tion of Motor Corps, American Red
didn't
have any mouth, or perhaps
Dr. Downs first tried his experiment
Cross; Mrs. Humphrey Plowden, forts elsewhere.
that
he
wasn't
observing.
This
poor
"Pearl Harbor has altered much of in his regular Tuesday afternoon
Deputy Chief Air Raid Warden, Oxthis
... . In place of the OPM, which navigation class. Shortly before class scholar's startled outcry awoke some
ford, England, and .Major L. S. Johnshad
the task of wheedling army and he worked the formula through, but, of the more peaceful members of the
ton, Supervisor of the First Civilian
navy
procurement bodies to adopt its as he was standing too close to it, class, who, seeing no one around, are
Defense Area.
said to have thought that the class
The women of the Motor Corps, like recommendations, you have the War he became invisible himself. Using a had finished already, and as a consequick,
Production
Board.
The
dramatic
acmathematical
antidote,
he
bethe air raid wardens, are bei11g prequence they began to leave. Several
pared for active duty in case of emer- tions which this agency is taking un- came visible just in time to begin hi~ of them escaped before Dr. Downs Anxiety Most Common Ailment
Among College Students
its
director,
Donald
Nelson,
is
class.
He
then
wrote
out
the
equation
der
gency and will take on many importhoughtfully shut the door. By that
Remedies Many
tant duties if this country i~ bombed. common knowledge. He has been again standing well away from it, and time the cries of the rest of the class
(Contmued
on
page
6.)
it
through
the
air
like
a
paper
sailed
Much of their work will be a copy
stirred the air as they began to obDr. Robert Flemming, psychiatrist
of that done in England at the present
serve
their
plight.
Dauntlessly,
Dr.
in
the Harvard Medical School, distime, this being explained by Mrs.
Downs began his lecture. The noise cussed social maladjustments that
Plowden, whose practical P.xperience
subsided as the more fatalistic stu- occur in the life of any college stuadded much to the discussion. The
dents accepted their plight and soon dent at the regular Wednesday Chapel
chief aim of the convention was to
were once again in the arms of Mor- service last week. "The most eleBy
H.
W.
Gleason,
Jr.
reason
to
believe
that
the
mean
organize the women and stress the
The old folks will smile tolerantly grapefruit juice consumption per pheus. The only irregularities were mental of all social difficulties," he
importance of preparedness in time of
as the young folks bill and coo at capita is. gTossly overbalanced by that a few pencils seemed to doodle said, "are caused by anxiety which
National emergency.
a.nd draw pictures of their own voli- evidences itself in many ways, from
the once-again inception of Trinity's alcoholic equivalents.
annual spring houseparty weekend,
This is all, by no means. The hor- tlon. Unfortunately, some of Dr. stomach trouble to chronic kidney
beginning promptly at 5 o'clock in the rid Continental, and therefore non- Downs' calculations were a trifle off) disorders."
Disproportional anxiety is commonevening, EWT, Friday. At this mo- virile rite of the cocktail party at and the students did not reappear
ment, battalions of lovely girls will each house, is terminated only by the until several hours after class. Riot- place among individuals from all
Fifteen new members were recently converge from all over our broad accidence of dinner, a fond thing. ing, threatened to f!Jreak out amongst walks of life and takes the form of
elected to the Sophomore Dining Club country, by plane, by train and, in Dinner finished, the !!Joys and girls the students as doors were seen to extremes. The college student is
with Ecce Johnson, its new chairman. some sad cases, by hay wagon, to par- together repair to pursuits which open and close by themselves, beer either happy-go-lucky or overburdened
It has long been a tradition on the ticipate in what is r egarded by some they are not authorized to pursue, nor mugs were seen to rise into the air with worries. Dr. Flemming cited the
Trinity campus that each year the the last similar fete of the duration. we to chronicle. Suffice it to affirm, and to empty magically, and the case of a student at Harvard who
outstanding members of the Sopho- It will be noted that the hour set is then, that 3.17 on Saturday sees the chapel carillon rang out "Boogie had been brought up by a Civil War
more Class are elected to this organ- exactly 5.00-any violators of this belles returning to sleeping quarter- Woogie" tunes with no one at the veteran.
ization.
The young man had an intense hate
sacred rule will, of course, be penal- ters obsequiously vacated by charita- keyboard. Several people at dinner
Its origins and early history are ized; in extreme cases, an all-around ble and foolish brothers, after a soiree were thrown into epileptic fits when for all "Yankees" and at college found
they sat down in seemingly empty himself suffering from serious stomfor the most part mysteriously ob- flogging may be contemplated.
both light and fantastic.
scure. It is known, however, that it
The utter puerility of houseparty
As dawn creeps crimson over the chairs only to find themselves repos- ach disorders. Dr. Flemming anahad its beginning on February 15, weekend is doubted by only a few. campus, classes resume, and Dr. ing in someone's lap . Throngs of lyzed the case, and the student, to
1897, and that at the time its members In purpose, in function, and in result Dadourian begins his term tests; people fainted as a group of invisible rectify his condition, joined every
fulfilled purely social duties. Then, the custom reeks of asininity, with no education is neglected by all partici- students capriciously played softball club and society that he could find.
as at present, the outstanding Sopho- small animal spirits. An analysis of pants of the mentioned night's work; in the middle of campus. The college His stomach condition became worse.
Now he is at the University of Arimores found themselves in its ranks the activities which comprise the indeed, complete and unqualified sur- medical department worked overtime
as honor men of their class. It met three happy days bear this t heory up render to Morpheus, Bacchus et al., is that night.
zona and is a very healthy individual.
Hordes of eminent scient ists have His condition was caused by anxiety
frequently at banquets and social and out. For instance, we have the t he order of t he day. When t he day
functions .
inaugurating 6.30 debacles, euphemis- is nearly at its climax, a few strag- come t o Trinity to gaze with a we at evidencing itself in a physical way. ·
Dr. F lemming feels t hat t he lack of
President Ogilby has added to its tically dubbed by the press as glers will weakly cast t heir seda- this modern miracle worker. Albert
usefulness by making it the official "parties." According to reports re- tive-ridden bodies t oward t he new E inst ein called him "the twentieth anxiety is e.qually as harmful t o
(Continued on page 2.)
ceived at this office, t here is every
(Continued on page 2.)
(Continued on page 2. )
(Continued on page. 5.)

All Scientific Concepts Shattered as
Downs Cooks Up Vanishing Formula

Flemming Discusses Social
Misfits in Wednesday Chapel

Battalions of Lovely Girls Converge
On Campus for Houseparties Tonight

Soph Dining Club Elects
Fifteen New Members
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"To Be or No~ To Be" Dubbed 'l
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Of Melodrama> Farce, Comedy
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Provides Anti-Axism Available
In Capsule Form; Gestapo
Fails in Mission
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----------------------------------------------------EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT: Signs of Spring .... the janitor hauling

a squeaky lawn-mower from Boardman cellar to Alumni Hall and putting
the snow shovel on the shelf .... Prexy's tricycle discovered under a fast
melting drift on Vernon Street, and all the time you thought the gang down
at the Union stole it .... people arriving from the South very brown and
healthy and complaining ho·w poor the weather was, just to make you feel
that you hadn't missed anything ..... the girl friend's nose not turning red
every time you open the car door .... lots of great gray clouds-low, in de
cisive, and slow. They stay for a while and then give way to a reasonably
warm sun .... the campus grass which looks as if it needed its face lifted
together with regular doses of B-1 .... an anaemic robin pulling an equally
anaemic worm out of the mud down on the football field .... the usual heavy
storm, wind, hail, snow, rain, sleet, and anything else that's been hanging
around in the sky for the past few months, followed by magnificent curses
from five hundred wracked throats and throbbing sinuses .... and finally
completely overshadowing ev·e rything else-Spring Houseparties!

By H. W. 'G leason, Jr.
I
Currently crowding the marquee at
the Warner Brothers' Lowe's Poli is
Carole Lombard's last and Jack
REPRESENTED FOR NATIONAL ADVERTISING BY
Benny's best, "To Be or Not to Be."
National Advertising Service, Inc.
What h as honestly earned the tab of
College Publishers Representati-ve
"screwy
pitchur," is probably the
NEW YORK, N.Y.
420 MADISON AVE.
year's combination of blood, sweat,
CHI C AGO ' BOSTON ' LOS ANGELES • SAN FRA"CISCO
Sabocribero are urced to report promptly any serious irregularity in the receipt of THE and tears, with no small chortling on
TRINITY TRIPOD. All complaints and business communications should be addressed to th• the side. TBONTB is spasmodically
* * *
Baalneaa Manager, THE TRINITY TRIPOD, Trinity College, Hartford. Conn.
the most childish, most melodramatic,
DANCE DEPARTMENT: Trinity was well represented at the Oxford
The column• of THE TRINITY TRIPOD are at all times open to alumni, under~P"aduates funniest, stupidest propaganda hypoDance on Prospect Avenue last Saturday night. Although our boys, naive in
&lid other. for the free discussion of .matters of Interest to Trinity men.
dermic we've t>een in an eon; to direc- their own inimitable way, found tl).at the competition from the blaze recruits
tor Ernest Lubitsch go either blue from Kingswood and Loomis was something to be reckoned with, it is quite
orchids, or a one-way pass to Belle- gratifying to note that a Yale· man was considerably set back on his heels as
FRIDAY, MARCH 20, 1942
't
vue.
he saw his "sweet sixteen" being systematically wolfed by a Trinity man
A circus-hawke'r opening reveals
We may not be able to beat Yale in squash but in the gentle art of manipu
Editor-in-Chief
Adolf Hitler strolling the great Mothy lating a female Yale is 0-U-T, and Trin is in!
CHARLES H. UPHAM, '43
Way of Warsaw. " As things develop,
* * *
Managing Editor
Assignment Editor
we find him to be one of some troupSCIENCE DEPARTMENT: Many strange and wonderful things are
THOMAS V. W. ASHTON, '43
LOCKWOOD R. DOTY, IV, '44
ers preparing for ' an anti-Nazi show;
going on in the lower basement . Qf Boardman Hall where only your own
Sports Editor
among which are ·Miss Lombard and
curiosity and a powerful immunity to smell are your price of admission. In
JARVIS P. BROWN, '43
Benny, replete wifu Polish names we
one corner you'll find droves of mice being terrifically .p rolific (there is a
won't trouble you with. After a few
Associate Sports Editor
Associate Sports Editor
new batch every day) and smelly (that's where your immunity comes in)
John M. Tweedy, '44
Elliott K. Stein, '44
ham sequences frO'm Hamlet, the Nazi
while in another corner some unfortunate birds are being convinced by X-ray,
Feature Editor
Menace bombs, takes Warsaw; with
MORGAN GLESZER, '44
gloom prevailing, there .are shots · of that they ought to be productive too. Science plods on!
* * *
Associate Feature Editor
Photographic Editor
an unctuous Gestapo agent trying to
FINANCIAL DEPARTMENT: The Trinity Defense Stamp Bureau was
Courtland J. Daley, '43
John C. Reid, '44
undermine our fri ends. The thing ends
Reportorial Staff
with a series of impersonations of quite amazed the other day when it found itself completely sold out; one of
Thomas A. Smith, '44
Winfield T. Moyer, Jr., '45
the agent, Goering's "brother-in-law," the girls from Mr. Eastman's financial harem, feeling particularly flush
John Kneeland McNulty. '45
Harold Gleason, '45
and Hitler himself., some of them mas- took it upon herself to "break th.e bank" and bought out the· T. D. S. in toto.
Henry Montgomery, '45
Martin Wishnivetsky, '45
~he Bureau is thinking of making .her a permanent stockholder in the comterful, others utterly uninteresting.
Walter B. Wildman, II, '45
"To Be or Not to Be'' is, on the pany.
Business Manager and Assistant Editor
* * *
whole, good goods, and merits perusal.
JOHN NORMAN , fl.ALL, '43
If this be anti-Axism, and it certainly
SIGHTS AND SOUNDS D~~A.RTMENT: Paul (Lone Wolf) White
Circulation Manager
Assistant Business Manager
is, it's the kind we like: .available in hunting down a not so wary qu~rry at the Oxford Shindig .... Professor
Harry J. Tamoney, '43
,
Samuel Brown Corliss, '44
capsule form. As for the co-feature, Troxell · astounding his Geology II :class with the profound and illuminating
it's a sender, in the true and accepted statement, quote, "An angel is an. anatomical impossibility" .... Mr. Tims
Business Board
C. Jarvis Harriman, '44
W. Dewees Yeager, '45
interpretation. ,
looking rather sad and reminiscent as he gave his last History I lecture
William I. Marble, '45
Richard Lane, '45
Fate frowned o';!,,!fKO when it came before leaving for Washington , ,, ,,
"
Andrew White Milligan, Jr., '45
time for a picrture called "Ball of
, * *
Fire," now at the Palace. With a
LINGUISTICS DEPARTMENT: Professor Myers would do well to take
handful of exceptions, the "Ball" is a trip down to the Strand Theatre )Vhere a complete course on "How to get
I I
"EAT, DRINK, AND BE MERRY ..."
unadulterated nonsense, backed up by hep on the patter" (Trans. "how to get up to date in regard to the aspects of
an unfunny, would-be Broadway dia- current trends in language"), is being shown five times daily under the name
Although lacking the traditional Senior Ball at the Hartford
Iogue. Gary Cooper, of York fame, of "Ball of Fire.'' There he would, find a pack of new phrases to include in
Club, the spring house-party weekend beginning tonight might and
Barbara Stanwyck (or Sugar-puss , the next edition of his book on Linguistics, i. e., "push in your clutch" (Trans
well turn out to be the most memorable one in many years of the O'Shea,
you wiU), do their best "hit the road"), "yum-yum" (Trans. ''no translation possible for something
college's history. Certainly it will stand out in the minds of all under theas circumstances,
which are ' as biological as this), "blitz-blitz" (Trans. "scram"-not to be confused with
those undergraduates who participate in the three-day merrymak- far from favorabJe.
"black coffee in a hurry").
ing. With the third draft lottery j~st having been drawn, and the Gary Cooper, product of the Kansas "A blackout and blitz it" which means
* * *
war situation still showing no definite turn for the better, service City public schoo-l s.y stem, is suspiRUBBER CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT: Necessity being long acin the armed forces lies just around the corner for many Trinity ciously a Princeton Ph.D., working claimed the mother of invention, a new way to conserve rubber has been
men. And even for those who remain in college, this will prob- with a sevensome of fellow educators cooked up by a gentleman in East Hartford; he removed the two front tires
ably be the last big social function for the duration.
on an encyclopedia. Stymied on a from his car and replaced them with rounded chunks of wood which are
.. We congratulate Trinity's ~even fraternities who have made "Slang" entry after nine years of toil, bolted on to the rim. As the wood wears down he just ti~htens the bolts. It
this weekend possible. The spirit of initiative and cooperation Cooper goes hunting for some, runs means that his springs take a beating, that the car sounds like an Irish clog
they have shown in holding their parties simultaneously and or- into nightclubfooter S'tanwyck, who dance or the proverbial centipede with ten wooden legs, and that speed is
ganizing a well-integrated affair is to be commended. This spirit ultimately spends the night under the reduced considerably, but at !east the jaloppy goes as long as there are rear
of close interfraternity cooperation will become more and more encyclopedist's ro'Of, pending the ar- tires.
necessary as the war goes on and more and more men are drawn rival of a brace of bloodthirsty gang *
*
sters. The mobsters arrive later, but
from college to fight.
FRENCH DEPARTMENT: Mr. Wendell and Mrs. Wendell wined and
are
finally
trussed
up
in
a
convenient
To all of Trinity's weekend guests we give a hearty welcome;
dined members of his class studying 18th Century French Literature last
and to all Trinity men for whom this college house-party weekend garage, after being outwitted by the Friday night; among the invited guests, but unable to attend, was Dr. Naylor
may be the last we say: "Let laughter and gaiety reign today, for eight professors. As Gary and Bar- During the course of the evening a telegram was delivered to Mr. Wendell's
bara ride home and woo in a garbage home, supposedly from Voltaire. Dr. Naylor, arriving some hours later,
tomorrow we have a job to do."
wagon, it's time to get up, stretch, admitted sending the telegram; then, he told this little story: he phoned
and remember that education is wonthe telegraph office and spelled out most of his message to the operator; she
derful.
took it all down rather indifferently until Dr. Naylor ended with the name
Every reader is warned hereby that
Voltaire. The operator sighed reverently and said, "Oh Sir, are you the
belts
are
being
worn
tighter
this
year:
on
gentleman that wrote all those books?"
don't sell your birthright to see the
(Continued from page 1.)
* * *
(Continued from page 1.)
"Ball," or its co-monstrosity about the
CINEMA JOTTINGS DEPARTMENT: Most likely this weekend you
gymnasium, to observe a non-existent French Ballet Russe, if you can
century Galileo."
will be too greatly emeshed in the wiles and charms of the distaff side to
In an exclusive interview given to athletic struggle. Comes the evening, imagine.
pay much attention to the movies around town. But in case you should get the
a Tripod representative, Dr. Downs and what comes off; for a precise
urge, we pass the following tips along for what they're worth: for laughs,
stated: "Necessity was the mother of enumeration of the New Ideal orgies,
excitement, a last look at Carole Lombard, and a new Jack Benny (God help
(Continued from page 1.)
invention. I got so tired of watching refer paragraph three of this record,
students drooling at the mouth for and beat in one round of house host of the college, to entertain visit- him!) there's "To Be or Not to Be" at the Palace .... Noel Coward's "Tonight
knowledge that I either had to install dances, gaily performed to the ors and acquaint them with the col- at 8.30" has been transmitted in part from the stage to the screen under the
title of "We Were Dancing" with debonair Melvyn Douglas and veteran
troughs or use this method. I took strains of Okeh, Bluebird and Yo- lege.
The newly-elected members are Norma Shearer. Sophisticated patter and illogical but funny situations among
the easy way out. It also involves an calion drippings.
The observance of Sabbath, a few li~:-ted below: William H. Black, the so-called "smart set," at Poli's .. . . The old legitimate "meier" drama,
entirely new method of teaching. Once
moments
after the close of the final Swarthmore, Pa.; Roger G. Conant, "Shanghai Gesture," has again been resurrected and considerably whiteyou get over the feeling that you're
talking to yourself, you feel more at hop, is nothing short of maca'bre. Let Riverton, N. Y.; Edward D. Dexter, washed, but still remains a story of evil minds and evil doings with Gene
At the
~ase without a group of people star- it suffice to assert that those who Rocky Hill, Conn.; John R. Dolan, Tierney getting a workout by Victor ("Beautiful Hunk") Mature.
ing you in the face day after day and appear in 11 o'clock chapel are either Turners Falls, Mass.; Lockwood R. Strand.
* * *
waiting with baited breaths for gems non-celebrants or lost. Another 5 Doty, II, Genose, N.Y.; John T. Fink,
ALUMNI DEPARTMENT: In scanning the Trinity College Alumni
of knowledge to ooze from your lips. o'clock, and the campus is at last di- Albany, N. Y.; Charles G. Foster,
This new discovery is completely vested of its female baggages, and Waterbury, Conn.; Harry R. Gossling, News, there will be found many famous Trinity Alumni who are in key posipainless, but I think I'll undisappear back-to-normalcy is a keynote. But Philadelphia, Pa.; James H. E. John- tions In this present war set-up. Trinity's fame does not have to only stop
everyone before the end of class so this struggle for happy, unencum- son, Eccleston P.O., Md.; Joseph H. at World War I, but can go back to the Civil War to find that Father Hub~hat they won't go around looking like bered college life is destined for an Peabody, Westport, Conn.; William R. bard, 97 years old on December 17, shares the double honor of being the
absolute, irrevocable, not to say Peel, Chevy Chase, Md.; Peter Torry, oldest Trinity alumnus and the oldest living United States Army Chaplain.
a spook, so to spook."
"Well, I must be o;ff," he said, as bosky end. The world must go on, and Washington, Conn; John F. Tyler, In the World War I one can find the name of Erwin Rankin, '11, who organhe gradually began to do a mathe- houseparties are not part of the Nazi Hartford, Conn.; Richard K. Weisen- ized and commanded the 260th Aero Squadron with the A. E. F. in England
matical disappearance act. "I'm going ideal for a greater Germany. Carpe fluh, New York, N.Y.; Paul D. White, 'in 1917-1918. Then after becoming President of the American and General
Cedarhurst, N. Y.
Security Corporation, and the Bishop's Service, Inc., he is now in one of the
Diem!
on a haunting trip."
Batered at the P001t Office, Hartford, Conn., as oecond-elaae matter. Acceptance for
at special rate of postage provided for in paragraph 4, section H2, Act of October 28.
ltJI. authorized October 14, 11126.
Advertislnc Ratea farnia~ed oa appl,l cation.
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Dazzling Beauties
Downs Amazes Self
Descend
Cam pus
With Magic Formula
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key positions in the 0. P. M. Then there is Robert W. St. John, '25, author
of the best seller "From the Land of Silent People." who broadcasts nightly
from England over NBC's World News Roundup program. Trinity's graduates in the armed service include such famous names as Brigadier General
Phillip S. Gage, '08, Sandy Hook, Fort Monmouth, New Jersey; Lieutenant
Colonel William E. Larned, '10, Picatinny Arsenal, Dover, N. J.; Major John
P. Leavenworth, Letterman General Hospital, California; Major Bert Smith,
HUGHES LIBERAL
'15, Chaplain, Fort Clark, 112th Cavalry, Texas; and Colonel Theodore F.
Wessels, '14, Weapons Division, Fort Benning, Florida. Then Trinity is
Faculty Committee on Student
justly proud of its undergraduates, 169 in number, who are serving in all
Organizations Sanctions
branches of the service for the Fight for Freedom. All of these men and
All Houseparties
Alpha Delta Phi: Mr. William Gray, Brust, Miss Rose Folger, New York
the ever increasing roll of Trinity names to be added to the rolls of the armed Miss Arlene Field, Boston, Mass.; Mr. City; AI Will, Miss Annabell Webb,
(Continued from page 1.)
forces will be a positive test to the worth of Trinity College for generations Richard Tullar, Miss Harriet Hyde, Wethersfield;
James Cunningham,
to eome.
dances
held in Alumni Hall with muSmith College; Mr. Beecher Beaty, Miss Barbara Johnson, New York
*
*
NAVY DEPARTMENT: The Bureau of Ordnance received the !ollow- Miss Purity Wilcox, Providence, R. I.; City; Robert Elrick, Miss Jane St. sic supplied by the Williams' Purple
Knights.
ing order from Navy Secretary Knox last week: "Subject: Medals, 2: return Mr. James Bailey, Miss Jean Wa1Ten, Pierre, Hartford.
Althoug.h Yale, Princeton, and one
West Hartford; Mr. Randolph Sharp,
to Japan."
David Make!, Miss Bar'bara Allen,
It seeln$ that Henry Vormstein and John B. Laurey, Brooklyn Navy Miss Frances Kennedy, Dayton, Ohio; Hartford; George Jacobson, Miss El- or two other colleges have held proms
yarders, requested that their "Goodwill medals" awarded 34 years ago be Mr. Bixkin Bodkin, the Countess Zo- len McAndrews, Hartford; John this spring, Dean Hughes and the
rina, Smolensk; Mr. William Walker, Churchill, Miss Phyllis Ahearn, Hart- Faculty Committee on Student Orreturned to the donors in the form of a demolition bomb.
Miss Jeanne Prendergast, Great Neck, ford; John Johnson, Miss Marion ganizations decided against it as far
* * *
as Trinity is concerned.
RECORD DEPARTMENT: The Classics-Columbia has answered the Long Island.
Rydquest, Hartford.
eall for a Ion~ awaited new recording of the fine fifth piano concerto by,
"Colleges which have
allowed
Mr. Richard Gardner, Miss Jayne
Delta Phi: Thomas Tamoney, Miss
Beethoven. Although Rudolf Serkin does not quite match the magnificence McLaughlin, Scarsdale, N. Y.; Mr. Mary Agnes Ahern, St. Joseph Col- dances and houseparties to proceed as
of the older Gieseking recording, or the eloquence of the ancient Schnabel William Marble, Miss Helene Shan- lege; Robert Nichols, Miss Virginia scheduled are few and far between,"
set, his orchestral support is more than a redeeming feature. This set non, Newton Center, Mass.; Mr. Butler, West Hartford; Donald Vier- the Dean said. "The student bodies of
definitely supersedes the older ones technically and gives the recent Victor Dewees Yeager, Miss Peyton Adams, ing, Miss Marie Eaton, Collinsville.
some colleges have themselves sugrecording with the Russian virtuoso pianist, Benno Moiseviteh, a run for its Berwyn, Pa.; Mr. John Ludwig, Miss
Harry Tamoney, Miss Patricia gested the cessation of dances and
money.
Jane Geuting, Ardmore, Pa.; Mr. W. Smith, Hartford; Richard Gager, houseparties. We would have only to
For the semi-classic fan, the new Columbia release of Kern's "Scenario Parker Honeywell, Miss Charity Van Miss Jane Healey, Smith College; go fourteen miles to find one that
on Showboat Themes" played in topnotch style by Rodzinski and the Cleve- de Vonne; Mr. John Reid, Miss Mar- Frank Eichhorn, Miss Kay McLaug.h- had."
land Orchestra is an absolute "must.''
ion Moses, 0Inaha, Nebraska; Mr. lin, St. Joseph College; George Neale,
Each house on campus, except
The Jive-In the swing vein, addicts of torrid interpretations should like Joseph Heistand, Miss Susan Poffen- Miss Lois Wheeler, Waterbury; Nor- Delta Kappa Epsilon, is planning a
the somewhat warmish rendition of "Deep in the Heart of Texas" done by berger, Harrisburg, Pa.; Mr. Chester ton Hinckley, Miss Betty Abbott, dance for Saturday night, although
that old master Bing Crosby. Orchestral backing by Woody Herman and Roberts, Miss Edith Gay, Philadel- Cleveland, Ohio; Charles Hodgkins, Friday nig.ht plans are hazy. The
Company is first rate. A number showing considerable promise, according phia, Pa.
Miss Vera Mcintyre, St. Joseph Col- members of Psi U, St. Anthony, and
to the crystal ball, is the swing Yersion by Shep Fields of the "Fire Dance"
Mr. John McNulty, Miss Terry lege; Henry Getz, Miss Emily San- D. K. E. will do something together,
of Spain's foremost composer, Manuel DeFalla. Keep an ear out for this King, South Norwalk, Conn.; Mr. derson, New York City; William and Alpha Chi Rho, Sigma Nu and
rhythmic morsel. Another one gaining momentum is a "Zoot Suit." Of the Walter Shera, Miss Peggy Brashears, Scully, Miss Jane Callery, Hartford; Delta Phi will join forces.
new war tunes, about the only one that lsn't so much rabid nonsense or senti- Mt. Vernon, N. Y.; Mr. Philip Jacobs, Drew Milligan, Miss Mary Jane MeSaturday afternoon there is to be a
mental slush is the clever and satirical Carson Robinson disc of "Mussolini's Miss Jean Ewen, West Hartford; Mr. Lean, St. Joseph College; Alfred softball game between Psi U and
Letter to Hitler" and "Hitler's Reply to Musso."
Louis Has'brouck, Miss Susan Hin- Foster, Miss Barbara Poe, New York Alpha Delta Phi on the upper campus.
City; Walter Simpson, Miss Barbara
A program to use the swimming
• • •
man, Cambridge, Mass.
PHILANTHROPY DEPARTMENT: We are indeed glad to learn that a
Mr. John Meyer, Miss Gloria Ann Grabel, Vassar College; John pool Saturday for swimming was
contribution of $16,367.90 to American war effort was made by A. Hitler last Roehl, Wellesley College; Mr. Ber- Blair, Miss Ann Catherine Reilly, vetoed by Athletic Director Ray
Oosting. The pool had never had girls
week. The money was slipped into New York from Berlin's Gestapo head- tram Smith, Miss Elizabeth Peterson, West Hartford.
Delta Psi: Andrew Weeks, Miss in it, Mr. Oosting said, and he was
quarters during the past year to finance operations of a spy-ring, members Hartford; Mr. John Mackintosh, Miss
of which were recently convicted of espionage. (This is a flne gesture on the Mary Claire Monison, Pine Manor; Mary Ann Waite, Chestnut Hill, afraid the shock would be too much
Miss Ellen for it.
part of Adolf Hitler, because every little bit helps!)
Mr. Edward O'Malley, Miss Evelyn Mass.; Paul White,
Some of the houses are planning
* * •
Hagarty, Hartford; Mr. Charles Up- Noonan, New York City; Peter Torrey, Miss Jane Strong, West Hart- picnics for Sunday noon, if the
HOW'S-THAT-AGAIN? DEPARTMENT: "If we got 98 percent of ham, Miss Jean Langrish, Hartford.
weather is right.
South America in the recent Pan-American conference, why worry about the
Psi Upsilon: Mr. Paul Warren, Miss ford.
other 15 or 20 pereent?"-Professor Humphrey in History II lecture.
Jean Ferrell, Boston, Mass.; Mr. Wil* * *
liam Middlebrook,' Miss Bee Birming- Houseparties at Turn of Century Far Cry
WISHFUL THINKING DEPARTMENT: Dr. Edward D. Myers, Asso- ham, New Haven; Mr. Richard WeisFrom Weekend Brawls of Modern Times
ciate Professor of Linguistics, will speak on Saturday, March 28, before the enfluh, Miss Regina Willett, Lacowac
thirty-seventh annual meeting of the Classical Association of New England, Falls, N. Y.; Mr. Robert Cross, Miss
If one were to journey back into paper aged five months, put out a
being held this year at Mount Holyoke College in South Hadley, Mass. Dr. Bonnie Craig, Glastonbury, Conn.;
Myers' topic will be "Some Possibilities in the Teaching of General Language Mr. Alexander Hunter, Miss Ellen the past and attend a Trinity dance special "Trinity Week" edition. InCourses."
Nichols, Springfield, Mass.; Mr. Rob- of about 1855 or s~ , he would note a stead of being printed on flaining red
* * *
TONSORIAL DEPARTMENT: The other afternoon at the interfratern- ert Richards, Miss Barbara Miller, great difference between dances of paper and carrying blazing streamer
ity swimming meet, Goose Goosling leaned over the side of the galleries and New Haven; Mr. Charles Harriman, that time and a modern Trinity house- headlines, cheese-cake pictures, and
yelled down to Ralph Erickson, standing near the pool, "Hey Curly, why Miss Sally Larkin, Larkindale, Mass.; party weekend. At the same time, he faked sensation stories, as did .t he
don't you comb your hair?" to which Ralph promptly retorted, "Which one?" Mr. Matthew Birmingham, Miss Jane would not be in a totally strange world. latest dance edition, this first of the
Some time after the college was many special editions of the Tripod
Gaillard, Skidmore College, Saratoga,
• • •
MUSIC DEPARTMENT: Professor Clarence Watters will play this N. Y.; Mr. Peter Sage, Miss Gloria founded, it became the custom to was ultra conservative, looked very
weekend at the Washington Cathedral at which time he will give his rendi- Nettleton, Middletown, Conn. ; Mr. throw a big dance after Inid-years much like the editorial page of the
Robert Van De Water, Miss Sally and .then a smaller one in the Spring New York "Times," and carried a twotion of "Le Chemin de la C'roix," and "A Masterpiece" by Marcell Dupre.
Professor Watters has chosen the latter composition as a tribute to the Coughlan, Ellenville, N. Y.; Mr. Rob- at Commencement. At that time many column-story about the dance, about
eminent Frenchman under whom he studied for several years. He is playing ert Symington, Miss Gloria Nichols, young ladies after completing "finish- one column being a list of the chaperon a newly completed organ, which is one of the largest now in existence. New :ij'aven; Mr. Reed Schroeder, ing school" did very little but go ones, who were at that tiine labeled
Miss Nancy Motherwell; Mr. Frank about from social function to social "patronesses."
The tremendous instrument has one hundred and fifty stops.
The 1906 Trinity Week occurred in.
Professor Watters is the guest of Paul Calloway, organist at the Cathe- Borden, Miss Eleanor Myers, West function in search of a husband. At
that time the practice of girls attend- February and took up about five days.
dral and an old friend. Mr. Calloway played at Trinity last fall at one of Hartford.
Delta Kappa Epsilon: Mr. David ing college was by no means as com- culminating in a Junior Prom on Satthe Monday night recitals given here during November.
Peck, Miss Grace Todd, Brooklyn, mon as it is today. Even less com- urday night. The preliminary bouts,.
N. Y.; Mr. Clement Dowd, Miss Glo- mon was the so-called "career girl." so to speak, consisted of a reception.
ria Graham, West Haven; Mr. Ches- Thus it was possible, and even great- at Alpha Delta Phi, a reception at.
ter Ward, Miss Mary Taylor, Hart- ly desirable from the standpoint of Psi U, a tea given by the college,.
ford; Mr. Manley Goodspeed, Miss the girl's parents, to have far more several teas given by various people·
protracted parties than are possible in town, and a .concert put on by the·
A new artist has come to the mod"Then I was sent out to face the Binnie Johnson, Hartford.
ern theater-goer. She is tall, dark, cruel, hard world alone. Papa was
Sigma Nu: Mr. John l3arber, Miss today. Instead of lasting: for only a musical clubs. With the exception of
mysterious, beautiful. Her name is released from prison for our Thanks- Ruth Simmons, Mt. Holyoke College; weekend, the winter dance lasted froin the concert, there were no evening
Veronica Peele, but her friends call giving vacation. He found mother in Mr. Raymond Manning, Miss Mar- Monday to Sunday and was officially programs until the prom. At the
her "Easy."
New York. They made reservations 'on jorie Fee, Connecticut College; Mr. called "The Trinity Week." The Com- Alpha Delt and Psi U receptions there
Perhaps we should · let Miss Peele a plane bound for Rio. Papa was not Alvin Goebel, Miss Barbara White, mencement dance occurred the last were small string ensembles deftly
tell her own story.
able to get back in time to get into Middlebury College; Mr. William night of College, and, in the days hidden away behind potted palms
"It all began twenty-five years ago. prison again. The warden was very Carothers, Miss Bea Robinson, Phila- when Trinity was still down where which were imported for the occasion.
My mother and father were poor, 'but disappointed.
delphia, Pa.; Mr. Donald Byers, Miss the Capitol is now, it was the custom A far cry from the blaring Boogieworthy people, and I was their tenth
"I was left penniless, destitute, Mildred Carson, Middlebury College; for the couples to stroll about by the Woogie groups of today.
child. A year after my birth Papa was nothing on my back but my Com- Mr. Thomas Wood, Miss Jean Middle- Park River in a scene illuminated
The prom itself took place in Alumni
sent to prison. We all knew he was mencement dress and my class ring. ton, Hartford; Mr. Joseph Ink, Miss (and brightly we may be sure), by hall which was decorated very beautinot guilty. He was framed . .Someone I caught a bad cold and had to go to Justine Ranson, LaSalle; Mr. Archie colorful Japanese lanterns.
fully in blue and white festoons with
had slipped the bomb in his pocket, bed with a doctor for a month. Still Meshunek, Miss Marion Johnson,
Prior to 1905, the student weekly a large "T'' composed of electric light
which had a hole in it, and it just I was unable to get relief.
publication was the Trinity "Tablet.'' bulbs at one end of the room. The
University of North Carolina.
rolled under the Chief of Police's car.
"I went to California for my
Mr. Joseph Beidler, Miss Ruth Hall, Unfortunately, the "Tablet" dealt al- orchestra was on a small stage which
My father had a good start, and hap- health, and got a new doctor. H e Audubon, N. J.; Mr. Ernest Guillette, most exclusively in high-minded liter- still exists today. The dance started
pily was not hurt.
advised me to find a jdb. I joined Miss Irene Matthews, Hartford; Mr. ary pursuits and did not undertake off with a grand march and then
"From the beginning, mother gave the union, and was hired by Lock- John Verdi, Miss Katherine Matthews, a detailed chronicle of campus activ- began "forty dances. each of them
me all the advantages she was able. heed. Unhappily, I had a terrible ac- Hartford; Mr. Carl Richardson, Miss ities except important football games. encored twice and some three or four
At the age of five I helped her scrub cident. I was standing by a machine Barbara DuGuid, Hartford; Mr. John The only reference to such things as times.'' At 2 o'clock there was a pause
floors in the First National Bank. to test propellers watching a Life Daly, Miss Marie Girard, Hartford; proms were subtle remarks about a after the twentieth dance for refre~:h
After a few months of floor washing, photographer take pictures of things. Mr. Henry Wickenden, Miss Katherine current "levy" as they were called ments and rest. No doubt at this time
mother had enough money to retire
"The propeller started up. It caught Kurtz, Middlebury College; Mr. Frank then. With the advent of the T:rj- the local blacksmith came up and
on. I am sent to a boarding school my skirt, and in less than it takes to Petuski, Miss Shirley Daley, New pod in the fall of 1905 the much welded several sp1·ung bust1e:,, The
in New York State. After twelve tell I was left standing in nothing but Haven; Wilbur Jehl, Miss Jean Mc- needed weekly resume of the events dance then continued.
years I was sent to Miss Corter's my priorities. The photographer heard Manus, West Hartford.
Shortly after this year it was found
on campus became a reality, and the
finishing school, where I was fin- my screams, took my picture, and resHenry Honeysett, Miss Dorothy first realistic account of a Trinity necessary to shorten the length of the
ished and learned the art of drinking cued Ine none too soon.
Trinity Week due to the increase of
Janner, Hartford; Frank Taylor, Miss Week came into being.
consomme in polite society.
(Continued on page 6.)
The Tripod, then a strong young
(Continued on page 6.)
.Dorothy Sexton, New Haven; Herbert

Plans for Festive Weekend Consummated
_Tonight as Gala Houseparties Commence
100 -BEAUTIFUL GIRLS- 100
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Private Life of Striptease Artist Is
Uncovered by Prying Tripod Reporter

·Jessee paces Stz•ff Schedule wzt• h promzszng
• • Materza
. l;
Delta Psi Takes Medle~ Relay,
Matmen Make Debut with Win Over Pratt &whitney
Backstroke to Top F1eld;

Amherst Natators Triumph
As Trin Takes Fifth Place
In Intercollegiate Clash

St. A's Snatch Intramural
Swimming Trophy from AXP
Sigma Nu Third

THREE NEW RECORDS
Tyler, Bonee, Morhardt, Peabody
Set Record Times in 220
Medley, 400 Relay
Taking seven out of ten first
places, a powerful Amherst swimming
team splashed their way to a complete
win over twelve competing teams in
the New England Intercollegiates
held last weekend in the Amherst
pool. Tallying points in almost every
one of the ten events of the meet,
the champions rolled up a score of 65
points to finish far in the lead, second place going to Springfield with
a score of 38 points. Third place went
to Massachusetts State, Bowdoin took
fourth, and Trinity tied Williams for
fifth place.
· Although only six swimmers from
Trinity were entered, · each man did
llis share ·in rolling up a total of
eleven · points. Even though no one
placed better than fourth, three Trinity records "'w ere 'broken . In the 220yard swim, Jack Tyler bettered his
own time ... and the ~college record as
he swam the distance in 2:17, 5-10 of
a second better than the previous record. Th e medley relay team, consisting of Bonee, Mothardt and Peabody,
broke the record in the 300-yard
medley with a time of 3:12.9, while
Bonee, Peabody\ · OrfiteUi and Tyler
combined to produce a record in the
400~yarrl relay with a time of 3 :48.2.
New England champion Hank Dunbar of Amherst easily won the 220yard swim, · but was closely followed
by Tyfer, Rodgers ·a nd Bacon all in a
dead heat. To the dissatisfaction of
many of the spectators, the judges
awarded Tyler on-l y a fourth place,
second place going to Bacon. Ed
Smike of Springfield,
defendingchampion in the dives, took his event
without much trouble with two other
Springfield men also placing.
· In the 100-yard dash, Jack Tyler
lost out to Ammon, Amherst's speedster, who dashed through the water
to give Amherst its third first place
for the afternoon. Tyler was able to
do . l}Oth!ng · better than another
fourth. The closest race of the meet
~as ' th\1-1 of the 200-yard breaststroke
·in whiph Joe Jodka of Mass. State
:and Pincombe of Springfield fought
oDUt a P,itterly contested race, with
·., (Continued on page 5.)

A well balanced Delta Psi swimming
team prevented Alpha Chi Rho from
retiring the Interfraternity Swimming Trophy by scoring a decisive
victory in the annual meet at Trowbridge Memorial Pool last week. The
St: Anthony tankmen scored 311h
pomts to take the meet. Other scores
were Alpha Chi Rho 27, Sigma Nu 26,
'Psi Upsilon 19, Delta Phi 13, Alpha
Delta Phi 6, and the Trinity Commons
Club llh.
Taking eighteen out of a possible
, twenty points in the two relays and a
first in the backstroke, the victors
were always in command. Alpha Chi
Rho, which had two legs on the trophy, barely finished second as the
Sigma Nu freestyle relay team dropI ped a close decision to St. Anthony
for -seconrl place in that event.
Ail victories in the individual. events
were clear cut; Stu Jones eas1ly out,d_istanced the field in the fifty with a
tJme of 27- seconrls flat. The other
(Continued on page 5.)

Racqueteers Bellin
Intensive Practice
With the conclusion of the squash
!'eason, the members of the tennis
team will begin in earnest their training· for the abridged net schedule.
•After they meet Springfield. April 18,
the racqueteers will ' take on Worcester Tech, Vermont, and Coast Guard
'in order.
Captain Herb Fisher, Danny Riker,
Chester Ward, and Bill Bolton are
!carry-overs from last year. With the
•addition of Dick Weisenfluh and Chet
Siems, it is likely that this year's
;team will be considerably stronger
~han that of 1941. Fisher plays a very
clever g:ame and can reasonably be
expected to hold up quite well. Ward
is the South Carolina Junior champ,
and ranked number two among the
Juniors in Dixie. We all remember
Danny Riker for his great rallying,
especially in that match last summer
when he came from behind, 3-5 and
0-4 in the last set, to win. W eisenfluh
and Siems, the college number one and
two squash players, Peelle, Borden
and Peabody from last year's freshman array, and Hagedorn, Staehr,
Cushman, and Puffer round out the
candidates for what shapes up as a
strong team.

YOUR APPAREL
ARTS MAGAZINE
gives you a good idea
of the wearables now
featured at Warner
& Bailey's. Whether
i.t's a casual Sports
Coat and Slacks, a
smart Grey Flannel
or . Stroock Shetland
Suit- or any number
of authentic items of
wear - you will find
it in a wide varie - - ·
for your selection.
Walk' in and make
Warner and Bailey's
your downtown fraternity house.
THE WARNER &
~AILEY
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Makmg its first appearance as a
team in the history of the school,
' Trinity's wrestlers hung up a well:fought, keenly contested victory last
'Friday night in the Manchester YM.CA
by defeating a squad of Pratt &
Whitney employees by the score of
11 to 10. Although a regulation
wrestling meet requires eight bouts,
Pratt & Whitney was unable to Le
represented in the lower three weights
of 121, 128, and 135 pounds. Theoretically, then, Trinity received · 15
extra points, making the final score
26 to 10.
Coach George James' young proteges displayed surprising ability by
· matching their op.p onents' tre tl
and skill in every bout and c=pt;fn;
three of the five contests. Taking
into consideration the fact that formal
practice has only been held once a
week since mid-years, much credit is
due the boys, especially John Dolan
and AI Euliano, both of whom had
never wrestled before coming to
Trinity.
In the 145-pound class, Bruce
Weatherly, _finalist in the New England tournament, regained his winning ways when he tossed Don Napier
in 3:50 with a bar arm and chancery
to give Trinity five points and its only
fall of the meet.
Harry Balfe, former Brooklyn Poly
Prep star in the 155-pound division,
decisioned his man by a point score
of six to three in what was the most
closely contested bout of the evening
to give Trinity three more points.
Balfe was taken down by his opponent
'but quickly reversed positions and
rode his m,a n to victory.
The 165-pound division matched two
excellent wrestlers; Bob Cross, representing Trinity, wrestled varsity in
that weight at Kent School last year
and turned in an enviable record. His
opponent, Bob Taylor, a former captain of Columbia, is well-known by
Hartford football fans as the star
blocking back of the Hartford Blues.
Taylor succeeded in bringing Cross to
the mat for a takedown and thus the
first period ended. The second period
started with Taylor in a position of
advantage and he wasted no time in
pinning Cross in :25. During the
third period, Cross kept Taylor tightly tied up with a deadly cross-body
ride, but to no avail, for the match
was awarded to Taylor for his fall,
giving Pratt & Whitney its first .five
points.
The outstanding performer for Trinity, however, was John Dolan in the
175-pound class who decisively outpointed Sexton of Pratt & Whitney
by a score of 12 to 2. Several times
John almost had his man pinned, only
to have him succeed in escaping to be
(Continued on page 5.)

191 Trumbull Street, Hartford

Sports Sidelights
By Jarvis P. Brown
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Professional Barber

DENTISTRY

59 High Street, Hartford

The Dean of the School of
Dentistry
University of Pennsylvania
40th and Spruce Streets
Philadelphia, Pa.

Well-Rounded Tearn to Open
Season with Rutgers
On April First

••

PTNEST PIPES AND SMOKING
ACCESSORIES

The field of dentistry today offen to
enlle!le students, an attractive es;reer. It
provides a worthy intellectual challenge. a
life of professional service with satisfactory income, and an opportunity for re•earch and teaching in this division of
medical science and art.
The Univel'!lity of Pennsylvania hu
prft'pared more than six thousand graduates
who are occupying positions of importance
in the profession throughout the world.
Its eoul'!le of instruction is of the highest
order
Anyone interested in this profeuion u a
life work is invited to apply for further
:.,fnnnation to

LINEUP REVISED

In his attempt to set a new world's
record of 16 feet in the pole-vault last
Friday at San Francisco, Cornelius
MOUND STAFF STRONG
Warmerdam was unable to continue
his brilliant succession of astounding
Viering, Dubovick, Beidler
victories. The run-way was lengthened
Black and Ford Will
to 140 feet especially for the event
Complete Infield
(ours at Trinity is 100 feet long), but
his top height for the evening was
With the advent of the Grapefruit
14 feet 1% inches. He missed three
league season for the various protimes at 15 feet 4 inches.
fessional clubs, Trinity's baseball
team is also getting ready for the
opening game with Rutgers. AddiExceptional sportsmanship
was
tions to the squad will cause Coach
shown by Bacon of Williams College
Dan Jessee to revise his lineup somelast Saturday at the New England
what this year. These additions and
Intercollegiate Swimming Meet. The
the men still in college will more than
judge of the meet ruled that he had
counter-balance the losses suffered
placed second but because of the genthrough graduation and the army.
eral belief among most of the swimDown through the middle (catcher,
mers and among the members of the
pitcher, second ·.baseman,
center
audience that Jack Tyler had placed
fielder), where a good team is tradisecond, Bacon offered Jack the medal
tionally strong, Trinity need take a
he had won.
Bacon's exemplary spirit reminds back seat to no one. A strong, balanced, pitching staff characterizes, as
0
usual, Trinity's '42 team.
:
Lefty Bill Scully, ace of .T.h omas"Sports is winning, if win you C'an ton's team last summer, will doubtand keep to the Sportsman's Code, less turn in his usual good year.
Sport is beating the other man, but Frank Steers, who pitched Trinity's
on_ly. shut-out game during the i941
giving him half the road;
Being content with an even break, season, will hold down the Number 2
scorning th-e trickster's art;
position. Ned O'Malley and John DoSport is the game for the game's own lan round out the mound corps. Last
sake, and the love of a fighting year's freshman ace, Charley Foster,
heart."
will be available also as a twirler, but
present plans have him holding an
outfield post.
Senior Frank Burnham saw his high
Catching will be sturdy-framed Don
school alma mater, Ellsworth MemoViering, who rendered yeoman servrial of South Windsor, drop out of
ice in that position last season. Ned
the Class C division of the Connecticut
Maxwell, now eligible for 'baseball,
Interscholastic Basketball tournament,
can give Viering relief if needed. He
by losing its third game in 102 starts.
probably will start in center field,
Frank, captain of the third-place Neuhowever, where his speed can better
tral C team, was on the Ellsworth
be utilized. And Ned is no piker with
team which started that string of victhe old hickory.
tories four years ago.
At sec()nd base this season is the
smoothest little infielder Trinity has
The conditioning group working in seen in many a long moon, Billy
Alumni Hall is, surprisingly enough, Black. The keystone combination of
really enjoying this business of "de- Captain Joe Beidler (he of the slingveloping into top physical shape" that shot arm) and Black will doubtless
has been emphasized so much in the set up many a twin killing before '42
last months. A variety of exercises, is history.
Tommy Ford, at the initial sack,
work with the medicine ball, and actual workouts on the cinder track com- and Alec Dubovick, at the hot corner,
prise the program to be followed. will probably supply the best "oneThus through intercollegiate competi- two" sock to appear at Trinity in
tion in track and field events is cur- quite a while. Ford, repeatedly the
tailed, those interested in training for longest hitter on the club, appears to
certain events, as well as all those have recovered from the unfortunate
who are just out for a general work- eye injury and should regain his
out, will have opportunity to compci;e sophomore form, when he led the
informally in their favorite events. team in hitting. He stroked the pill
An encouraging turnout for Spring for well over .400. Dubovick, the
Soccer has warmed Coach McCloud's little package of dynamite with the
heart. Combined with the vet~rans unorthodox stance, is one of the 'bet.>f this year's varsity, the members of ter hitters outside of the field of orthe Class of 1945 team are reporting ganized ball. He has twice led the
for practice four days a week ~t the Frog Hollow Club of the State League
swimming pool building. Basic funda- in hitting, once pacing the entire loop
mentals are spiritedly taught so that in the process.
The cool and fast Charley Foster
all may benefit, whether novice or experiencerl, and frequent scrimmage is and Bob Madama, last year's second
putting the fellows into the shape sacker, will complete the outer pasthey have so badly lost since Thanks- tures, to give Trinity its strongest allaround team in many a year. ·
giving.

A Complete Line of the

COMPANY

Between Asylum and Pearl Sts.
Exclusive Agents for Langroek
. Clothes and Finchley Hats
Sf!hool Representative:
MIKE: KEL!:-lNo~

Weatherly, Balfe, and Dolan
Supply Wins; Three
Bouts Forfeited

MUTSCHLER'S PIPE SHOP

Since 1882

Authentic
. Men's Apparel
140 Trumbull Street

CLOSE 11-10 WIN

Shop

COLLEGE STORE
THE OLDEST STORE NEAR
THE CAMPUS.

STERLING PRESS
284 Asylum Street
DISTINGUISHED PRINTING
College Work a Specialty

SLOSSBERG'$ INC.
CAMPUS SHOP
1317 Broad Street, Cor. Vernon.

FROM A TASTY SNACK TO A
HOME-COOKED MEAL.

CLOTHIERS
TAILORS
HABERDASHERS
IMPORTERS

Try our Delicious Sodas
'and Sundaes

See our Agent em the Campu.a:
J. C. CUPPIA, JR.
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Trinity Mourning Death of
Langfords, Noted Alumni

Wins Wings

Brothers Prominent in Athletics
And Campus Activities Died
Within Last Two Months
Two
outstanding
alumni,
brothers Langford, have died within
the past two months. Mr. William
Spaight Langford, of the class of '96,
received the
annual
Touchdown
Award in 1940 for his contri'butions
to the game of football. His brother,
Mr. Archibald M. Langford, of the
class of '97, was dean of the Peddie
School and head of the history department at the time of his death.
Both men have had distinguished
careers. Alumni of 1896 will recall
the days when Alpha Delt William S.
Langford captained the varsity football team. Although after his graduation he went to work for the insurance division of the New Haven
Railroad, he continued to take active
interest in football. In 1904 football
fans again saw Langford on the field,
not as a captain but as a referee.
Many hard-fought Yale, Princeton,
and Harvard games were played under his supervision. He continued to
referee games until 1919, when he
culminated a long series of games by
refereeing the Army-Navy game of
that year. Not long after, with years
Qf experience behind him, he was
elected to the Football Rules Committee. In 1927 he was empowered to
name and supervise all officials for
the games of Dartmouth, Harvard,
and Yale and for his life-long devotion to football he was awarded the
annual Touchdown Club Award for
his contributions to American sports.
At the time of his death he was vicepresident of Marsh and McLennan,
insurance brokers.
His 'brother, Archibald M. Langford, also a member of Phi Kappa
Chapter of Alpha Delta Phi, served
for 23 years on the faculty of the
Peddie School, Heightstown, N. J .
After graduating from 'l'rinity in
1897, he attended the New York Law
School and soon after found himself
fighting as a captain in World War I.
Not only did he serve in France during the war, but after the Armistice
he stayed in the service as a captain
in the army of occupation. Immediately following his discharge from thP.
army he became a faculty member of
the Peddie School.
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Practice Teaching
Amherst Natators Triumph
Connecticut's First Clinic
Required of Seniors As Trin Takes Fifth Place
For Defense Workers Begun
TRAINING RECOMMENDED
In Intercollegiate Clash
Professors and Industrialists
Trying to Fit Handicapped
For Constructive Work

Seminar Course and Practical
Methods Prepare Majors
In Education Dept.

THREE NEW RECORDS

The vocational placement clinic,
Tyler, Bonee, Morhardt, Peabody
which began at Trinity three weeks
A number of Trinity seniors have
Set Record Times in 220
ago, and which was the first organiza- been teaching in nearby high schools
Medley, 400 Relay
tion of its kind in Connecticut, met in in order to meet the certificate reBoardman Hall on Thursday, March quirements of the State of Connecticut
( Oontinued from page 4.)
19, for the purpose of examining a for high school teaching. The State
J odka taking a first and Pincombe
number of physicaily and mentally Department of Education makes the
just behind. This is the third conhandicapped persons, and fitting them requirement that anyone who is to
secutive year that these two rivals
for work in industry.
teach in the State of Connecticut must
have met under the same circumAmong those present at the meet- actually teach under supervision for
stances and the outcome each time
ing were, Mr. C. S. Burr, Chairman a number uf classes before his cer-tihas
been the same.
of the Committee of the State Manu- ficate is granted.
The only other event to bring Trinfactur ers Commission which fostered
Robert Schuman has made a reputaity any score was the 300-yard indithe organization of the clinics; Ur. tion for himself in the East Hartford
vidual medley which was won l.>y DunAlonzo Grace, Commissioner of Edu- High School where he is teaching
bar, Captain Morhardt taking a fifth.
cation of Connecticut; Col. Ernest English. The school authorities there
The victory was a complete one for
Averill, Director of the Connecticut report that he is doing good work.
Selective Service Bureau; Mr. Sidney John Bond is teaching history in the the well trained Amherst squad and
Cornelius, Executive Secretary of the Eimwood Junior High School. Charles the spectators had little doubt in
Manufacturers Association of Hart- Kuehn is teaching geometry at Kings- their minds as to the supremacy of
ford County; Mr. E. P. Chester, State wood. Truman Latimer has been the champions.
Supervisor of the Rehabilitation Divi- teaching French at the West HartThe summary:
sion of the State Administration; and ford High School. Henry Hale has
300-yard medley relay: Won by
Dr. Clifford Kuh, Chairman of the been teaching at the Wethersfield
Amherst (Goelitz, Stebbins, Ammon);
George Reese, '41, of Detroit, Mich- Committee of Industrial Health of High School and Walter Kloss is second, MSC (Tilley, Jodka, Hall);
igan, after successfully completing Connecticut State Medical Society.
teaching at Hartford Public High third, Springfield (Milligan, Pinthe Air Corps Advanced Flying School
In the clinic about twenty physical- School. Kenneth Yudowitch has been combe, Christ); fourth, 'l'rinity (EoTraining at Luke Field, Phoenix, ly handicapped persons were inter- at Bulkeley High School and Arthur nee, Morhardt, Peabody); fifth, Bowdoin (Pennell, Parsons, Marston).
Arizona, has received the coveted viewed by Dr. Hutt and Dr. Altmaier Fenoglio is now at the North East Time, 3:02.7. Amherst time a new
silver wings and a Second Lieuten- and their student assistants. They Junior High School. Besides practice college record, breaking the 3:05.7
ant's Commission in the Army Air were given psychological examina- teaching, these students meet in a made in 1942 by Goelitz, Stebbins,
Corps Reserve. The honors were be- tions, which were presented, together seminar group at the college to dis- Morton.
stowed upon Reese at the graduation with medical examinations, as evi- cuss principles and problems of public
220-yard freestyle: Won by Dunbar
(A); second, Bacon (W); third, Rodgceremonies on Friday morning, March dence of their fitness for placement education.
(A); fourth, Tyler (T); fifth,
G. This goal, the silver wings award, in industrial plants. It is expected
A number of people who did prac- ers
Reid (A). Time, 2:16.4.
is one which every Cadet strives to Lhat most of these men a11d women tice teaching last year and who are
50-yard dash: Won by Hall (MSC);
attain, and is a distinct accomplish- will be given emplayment, ot· will be not in the army have secured teaching
ment, received only after much train- trained for positions that will be open positions. It will be possible to make second, Ammon (A); third, Penney
(Bowdoin); fourth, Berns (Brown);
ing and hard work. Reese is one of to them in the future.
arrangements this coming year so fifth, Early (Williams). Time, .23.8
the first from the alumni to receive
At 2 p.m. on Thursday a group of that all of the practice teaching re- seconds.
this award for this war.
employers from major industrial quired can be completed before the
Diving: Won by Smyke (SpringRonald Kinney, Jr., also of the class plants in Hartford County, in addition Christmas
vacation.
Additional field); second, Pinderhughes (Springthird,
Gossler
(Brown);
of '41 and coming from Upper Darby, to the officials mentioned above, con- courses in education are also required field);
Pennsylvania, has completed his train- fe1-red on the data compiled from the of teachers. Consequently, any junior fourth, Selvage (Williams); fifth,
Dooley (Springfield). Winning points,
ing as an ensign and has been as- tests given to the handicapped per- who wants to take up teaching as a 106.03.
signed to the_ Naval Aviation Base, sons. They will , rec9mmend special. p.rofession should make certain that
100-yard dash: Won 'by Ammon
Elizabeth, North Carolina, as Chief types of training according to indivi- he is meeting the requirements of the
(Amherst); second, Hall (MSC);
Disbursing Officer.
dual needs, and will giye advice as to state. It might be necessary to take third, Penny (Bowdoin); fourth, Tyhow this training should be applied. a course in education or educational ler (Trinity); fifth, Lotz (Springdent has no idea of what his future Dr. Kuh will interpret the medical psychology in the Summer School, field) . Time, 53.2 seconds.
will be and cares less. This leads to 1 ecords for use in the clinic.
provided a person has not had any
150-yard backstroke: Won by Goea lackadaisical attitude which cannot
(Amherst);
second, Fenger
A similar clinic was begun at Yale courses of this nature. Dr. Buell, litz
be overcome without specific guid- University on March 15. However, who has charge of such courses, would (Bowdoin); third, Milligan (Springfield); fourth, Tilley (MSC); fifth,
ance from qualified psychiatrists.
Trinity's psychological testing of be glad to talk with anyone who is
"The war," he continued, "has not handicapped people was the first to interested in this field. At present Rizzo (Amherst). Time, 1:42.9.
substantially changed conditions. Stu- be held in this state.
200-yard breaststroke: Won by
there seems to be a scarcity of teachJodka (MSC); second, Pincombe
dents now are motivated in all that
ers for mathematics and science.
(Springfield); third, Stebbins (Amthey do by attempts to escape the
herst);
fourth, Loveland (MIT);
draft, but this does not alter materififth, Joyner (Brown). '.('ime, 2:30.1.
ally the mental state of the lackadai(Continued from page 4.)
440-yard-freestyle: Won by Reid
(Continued from page L)
sical student."
places in this race were anybody's
(Amherst); second, Bacon (Wilstudent. He attri'buted this condition
Dr. Flemming concluded his talk guess, but out of it all came Tom
liams); third, Burrows (Amherst);
in college life to the lack of career with a plug for the advantages to be Ashton second, "Moo" Johnquest third,
fourth, Hinricks (Wesleyan); fifth,
(Continued from page 4.)
Landers (Boston University). Time
objectives. "Today," he said, "the gained by studying. He said that pro- and Bill Peelle and Ed Leshke dead5:00.2. (This breaks the college recparents of children are bending over tracted concentration is one of the locked for fourth. Bob Toland turned placed once again in jeopardy of be- ord of 5:00.4 set by Burrows in prebackwards to let their progeny few things which can be done in ex- in a hot 33.3 time for the backstroke ing thrown. Dolan's win clinched the liminaries.)
'choose for themselves' and the re- cess with no bad effects. Psychology to win without any trouble. Dick victory for Trinity.
300-yard individual medley: Won by
sults are disastrous.' Now, the stu- has proved it.
The final bout of the evening
Gager chalked up a wide margin of
Dunbar (Amherst); second, Erich
third,
Fransen
victory in the breaststroke with a brought two men of Samson-like (Springfield);
(Springfield); fourth, Jodka (MSC);
good time of 35.8. The dive was a lit- strength in the heavyweight division, fifth, Morhardt
('l'rinity) . Time,
tle closer as Frank Borden beat out Al Euliano of Trinity and Frank 3:45.7.
Kravontko of Pratt & Whitney.
Dennis Dix.
400-yard freestyle relay: Won by
The second place Crows gained ten Euliano took down his opponent with Amherst ( Goelitz, Morton, Sawyer,
points in the final relay as Bob Rich- a spectacular leg-dive and seemed to Rodgers); second, Bowdoin (Penny,
third,
ardson, Jack Carey, Johnny Fink, and be in complete control when suddenly Marston, Key lor, Cooper);
Springfield (Lotz, Christ, Pincombe,
Jones splashed over the 200-yard dis- positions were reversed and he was Milligan);
fourth, Wesleyan (Kamtance way ahead of their nea.rest caught once too often with his shoul- mer, Mann, Rosengren, Dillar);
ders
on
the
mat.
This
gave
Pratt
&
fifth, Trinity (Bonee, Orfitelli, Pearivals.
The time here was 1:52.
HEADQUARTERS
body, Tyler). Time, 3:41.2.
Toland, Andy Weeks, and Jack Fitch Whitney this last tally.
FOR
Summary:
combined to give the Delta Psis a vic145 pounds-Bruce Weatherly, Trintory in the medley event in 1:38.
FINE FOODS
ity, threw Don Napier, Pratt & Whit- Whitney, threw Bob Cross, Trinity, in
ney in 3:50 with bar arm and chan- 3:25, with a body press.
cery.
175 pounds--John Dolan, 'l'rinity,
TRINITY MEN FAVOR
155 pounds-Harry Balfe, Trinity, decisioned Woodruff Sexton, Pratt &
Printing & Bookbinding
decisioned James Ridlon, Pratt & Whitney, 12 to 2.
Whitney, 6 to 3.
Unlimited-Frank Kravontko, Pratt
The Case, Lockwood & Brainard Co.
165 pounds-Bob Taylor, Pratt & & Whitney, threw Al Euliano, 'l'rin-

Reese Honored with
Silver Wings Award

Interfraternity Meet

Wednesday Chapel

Dolan's Win C finches
Victory for Trinity

WHERE TRINITY BOYS BUY HARTFORD
THEIR CLOTHES
MARKET
COMPANY

•

PRESS MEN'S SHOP
Bond Hotel, Hartford
Main Street, Middletown

THE HOTEL BOND
BARBER SHOP

85 TRUMBULL STREET,

HARTFORD

Quality Book and Publication Printers
Since 1905

Just Received New Shipment
of College Stationery
Now in Two Styles

SOc

THE BOND PRESS, INC.

at

94 ALLYN STREET, HARTFORD, CONN.

TRINITY DRUG CO.

Telephone 2-8901

1284 BROAD STREET

Try Our
HOMOGENIZED MILK
It's Different

THE BRYANT AND
CHAPMAN COMPANY
Since 1896
HARTFORD, CONN.
Telephone 2-0264

ity, in 4:25 with a bar arm and body
press.
Final score-Trinity 11, Pratt &
Whitney 10.
Trinity coach, George James.
Pratt & Whitney coach, Bud Killian.

3-Hour Dry Cleaning Service
Pressing While You Wait
Trinity Agent:
PETER TOREY-Jarvis 21.

College Cleaners
1301 Broad Street, Hartford
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Colonel Shows Club
Minsky, Lubitsch Bid Morgan Suggests One
Proper Way to Shoot
High on Strip Artist
Command in Pacific
Chambers and Grimes are First
(Continued from page 3.)
(Continued from page 1.)
To Shoot Perfect Scores;
"It was an awful thing, and I near- given the power and, fortunately, he
Chambers Leads Ladder
ly died when my picture came out on is using it."
Last Tuesday evening, March 10, a
meeting of the Rifle Club was held in
Seabury 12. Dr. Ogilby and Colonel
Wainwright of the Kingswood School
spoke before the club. Dr. Ogilby,
who has given his approval of the
club, spoke about the value of shooting today and told the members a few
anecdotes about his experiences.
Colonel Wainwright, after a few in··
troductory remarks on the value of
knowing how to handle a gun, gave a
short talk on the proper way to shoot.
He stated that at some future date
he would like to give a talk on safety,
a subject which is of prime importance.
On Friday, March 13, two possibles
were shot on the range. Arthur L.
Chambers, a sophomore, and Tom
Grimes, also a sophomore, were the
first two students to shoot 100's on
the range this year. The scores of
the .p ast week have been very good.
Ralph Caleceto, '42, scored a 98, Paul
Groebli, '45, and Ned Dexter, '44, shot
97's, and Bill Hinson, '43, and Adolph
Siegel, '44, scored 95's. John Barber,
'42, who shot a 90 this week, was
added to the ladder. After two weeks
of challenging, Arthur Chambers is

the cover of Life the next week. Immediately, offers began pouring in :
Lubitsch, De Mille, Brown, John Powers, Minsky, Hitchcock, Jake's Traveling Burlesque, and one from the old
Howard in Boston.
"Here was an opportunity to return
to the East. I set out immediately for
Boston, spurning all who tried to hold
me back. Boston, that Mecca of Culture, of Beauty, of Art! I yearned to
present myself, to give my all for
that dear, dear, quaint little old city,
nestling like an ostrich egg in the
snug nest of New England. There, and
only there, could I do my best.
"So, dear boy, you see me as I am
today-an (gulp) artis~my models
are the statues of ancient Greece, my
audience the connoisseurs of Boston
and surrounding towns. Art is the
thing, and I am art. P erhaps you
would like me to demonstrate?"

at the top of the ladder. The ladder
follows: A. Chambers, E. Dexter, A.
Siegel, R. Thron, M. Johnquest, P.
Groebli, W. Hinson, T. Grimes, R.
Caleceto, F. Ellis, J. Brown, J. Wilson,
D. Paine, J. Barber, A. Stafford, L.
Mitchell, and A. Fenoglio.

Mr. Morgan continued 'by suggesting two means of further improvement. First, he stated Pearl Harbor
has made it plain that the situation of
having two commanders of equal authority to plan the defense of an area
is disastrous. In several governmental
agencies, as well as in the army and
navy, single heads have been named,
with much greater efficiency resulting. Second, he recommended that administrative
positions
demanding
vigor, endurance, decisiveness and
audacity be filled by younger men.
Robert D. Vinter, Jr., '43, of La
Crosse, Wis., was elected president of the Trinity Commons
Club at an election held Wednesday night. Other officers elected
were vice-president, Richard W.
Dexter, '43, of Rocky Hill, Conn.;
secretary, William J. Tribelhorn,
of Springfield, Mass.; treasurer,
Thomas C. Grimes, '44, of Rocky
Hill, Conn.; athletic representative, Jarvis P. Brown, '43, of Hartford.
The annual banquet of the club
will be held April 10, at the Hotel
Bond, with a dance following.

TRINITY CALENDAR
Today:
8.15 p. m. Trinity College on the
Air WTHT.
8.30 p. m. Houseparties start.
Saturday, March 21:
4.00 p.m. Chapel; wedding of
Stanley Alexander, '40, and
Miss Marion Lindner.
9.00 p. m. Individual Houseparties.
Sunday, March 22:
8 and 11 a. m. and 5 p. m. Chapel
Services.
Tuesday, March 24:
7.30 p.m. Trials for Public
Speaking Prizes.
Wednesday, March 25:
8.30 a. m. Student Assembly,
Chemistry Auditorium.

Former Parties
(Continued from page 3.)
girls attending college. In order to
compensate for this change it was
decided to hold more houseparties, so
that up to this year there were the
Sophomore Hop in the fall, the Interfraternity Ball in the winter, and the
Junior P.rom in the spring. Because
of current conditions, the college administration has decided to :forsake
the usual fiasco at the Hartford Club
and the entire weekend in the spring,
although many colleges are goin,g
through with their original plans.
Doubtlessly, after the war the traditional practice of having three weekends will be resumed.

ore
There's satisfaction in knowing that the 6Y21
revenue tax you pay on every pack of twenty
cigarettes is doing its bit for Uncle Sam
And, when you buy Chesterfields, you
have the satisfaction of knowing you are
getting a superior blend of the world's best
cigarette tobaccos. This famous blend gives
you a smoke that is definitely MILDER, far
COOLER and lots BETTER-TASTING. Make your
next pack Chesterfields.
You can't buy a better cigarette.

Erickson Honored
At Sports Banquet
Basketball T earn Presents Coach
With Trophy Topped by
Player in Action
By Jarvis P. Brown
The "fightingest" team he has had
in fourteen years of coaching, according to his own statement during the
evening, gave Coach Ralph "Curly"
Erickson on last Thursday evening at
the Heublein Hotel an indication of
the esteem in which he is held by the
students of Trinity College.
The 1941-42 basketball team honored
him with a dinner after which they
gave him a beautiful trophy topped
by the figure of a basketball player
in action and engraved on the base
with Coach Erickson's name, the year
1942, and the scores of the victorious
Williams and Wesleyan games. Frank
Fasi was toastmaster and Bill Lee of
the "Courant" was a gruest.
The dinner was planned secretly
and all members of the squad receive«
mysterious envelopes telling them t•
see Fasi at once. Unfortunately, the
plot was prematurely uncovered an•
the "Courant'' scooped everybody witlt
an announcement in last Sunday's
paper. Such was the excitement resulting, however, that the guest of
honor wasn't invited until Wednesday. But all those trials and tribulations failed to prevent the eveninc
from being a big success.
Mr. Erickson joined the physical
education staff of Trinity in the fall
of 1937 and immediately took over
the freshman football, freshman ba!!lketball, and freshman baseball teams.
He has continued to coach these thre.
ever since except f or a change from
freshman to varsity basketball beginning in ihe season of 1940-41. This
is his fifth year of a very successful
''regime."
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